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Floyd Mayweather and Robert Guerrero: Heated First Encounter - All Access - SHOWTIME

{youtube}Fih0CAIKBXo{/youtube}

Comment on this article
Carmine Cas says:
Ehhhhh you're wasting your time talking bro-hahahahaha
SouthPaul says:
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I can't lie...I love to see two muthafuckas' jaw at each other. War verbal assault!!!!!!
amayseng says:
Talk is cheap
SouthPaul says:
Corny cliches are cheap. That's why they're repeated. If you got a good verbal game, and the
skills to back it up....it can be costly. Trinidad vs Vargas. The build up for that fight was lots of
talk... Lots of jawing from both sides. Pride and passion collided. YouTube it, listen closely.
You'll hear Tito tell Vargas (as the ref stands between 'em)...this is the hour we go to work.
More less saying .... We both talked a lot and someone is about to pay a heavy price for it.
Greatest live fight I ever attended . Watch it (don't miss Larry in the dramatic ending saying
Fernando bit it- now he's gotta chew it some more. Indeed a lovely collaboration of jaw'ing with
a hellva fight to follow!).
brownsugar says:
[QUOTE=SouthPaul;26670]Corny cliches are cheap. That's why they're repeated. If you got a
good verbal game, and the skills to back it up....it can be costly. Trinidad vs Vargas. The build
up for that fight was lots of talk... Lots of jawing from both sides. Pride and passion collided.
YouTube it, listen closely. You'll hear Tito tell Vargas (as the ref stands between 'em)...this is
the hour we go to work. More less saying .... We both talked a lot and someone is about to pay
a heavy price (Vargas' career shortened- which is why talk really isn't so cheap).
Greatest live fight I ever attended . Watch it (don't miss Larry in the dramatic ending saying
Fernando bit it- now he's gotta chew it some more. Indeed a lovely collaboration of jaw'ing with
a hellva fight to follow!).[/QUOTE]
Floyd has been going thru the motions for years with the trash talk...he was probably doing his
taxes mentally while Guerreto was probably making out his grocery list...it would be more
interesting if fighters competed in a televised round of Jeopardy before a fight.
Is Floyd slippin' ?......why was he aggravating and harrassing K-9's wife during the
Smith/Bundrage title fight?...if Floyd keeps flirting with inappropriate behavior he's going to end
up giving the anti-fans what they want. (Like OJ who finally blundered his way into a life
sentence). I think Floyd should make haste in preparing his apology
Radam G says:
B-$ug, it is all part of the hurt bitnezz. What happened to K-9's wifey was tiny potatos in
comparing of what happened to so many lady managers of this men's seedy-@$$ biz. I'm
surprised that you haven't seen some of the based-on-the-truth Big-Screen flicks that have
shown the plight of these managing dames, damsels and dolls.
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This Cali female manager of James Toney went to double-fudge HELL and back. The Texas
female manager of former light heavyweight king Thomas Tate went through guns-and-cattle
HELL and back.
Boxing is no doubt "The threatre of the unexpect." It is also the lesson of how soon do we
forget, or maybe did not know syet. The great TSS Pugilistic Investigative Journalist S-To
needs to get on his Ps and Qs and artmaster weave a piece of what women in boksing have
gone through on the managering and promoting ends of whup @$$. Holla!
amayseng says:
no actually talk is cheap...
no matter what vargas or trinidad said they were two warriors bringing their best to the ring...
i cant tell you how many times i had someone get in my face trying to talk and i put them on
their ***...
no actually i can...
3.
that was my personal rule, you invade my space you get smashed....
but i wasnt waiting for a fight two months from now with a purse like these two are..
sorry but floyds talkin **** is tired, "you aint gonna do nothin" uh no ****, neither are you, why f
your money up?
floyd dont do nothing during a fight to F his money up, remember judah? he even said so, he
aint f'ing his money up..
i dont know, i dont find it entertaining watching one guy repeat the same thing over and over.
like broner "i still got my o"

25 times....uh ok......no intellect or quick wit to say...

some trash talking is good to hype a fight...for sure...
but floyd isnt good at it...
he said in the beginning of the clip he is being entertaining, uh. ok...
i loved mayorgas trash talking, but **** he talks like he fights, like a maniac....
amayseng says:
maybe i am not easily entertained or i just expect more...
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i just want a good scrap with a solid card....
SouthPaul says:
[QUOTE=brownsugar;26674]Floyd has been going thru the motions for years with the trash
talk...he was probably doing his taxes mentally while Guerreto was probably making out his
grocery list...it would be more interesting if fighters competed in a televised round of Jeopardy
before a fight.
Is Floyd slippin' ?......why was he aggravating and harrassing K-9's wife during the
Smith/Bundrage title fight?...if Floyd keeps flirting with inappropriate behavior he's going to end
up giving the anti-fans what they want. (Like OJ who finally blundered his way into a life
sentence). I think Floyd should make haste in preparing his apology[/QUOTE]
I'm with you on the Jeopardy idea. I've made similar suggestions in previous postings. Would
love to know what someone like Floyd knows or doesn't on past and future social topics. That
and general world knowledge. As it stands he doesn't strike me as someone who knows much
of anything outside the fight game but maybe I'm wrong. Does FMJ truly, sincerely & genuinely
understand how rich he is in all the history of mankind, specially black history? Does he get it?
Hmmm, curious minds thirst to know.
ali says:
First of all Floyd said I don't know who u beat or who u lost to. Yes u do cuz u said u ain't Berto I
caught u in a lie Floyd IJS. Im withu Amayseng Mayweather ain't about to fu©k up his bread
and Guerrero damn sho ain't cuz this is his first big payday.Floyd ain't that good of a sh!t talker
but for some reason people are entertained by it. I
Best trash talker Ali, Toney, Naseem, Roy Jones, Mayorga
ali says:
First of all Floyd said I don't know who u beat or who u lost to. Yes u do cuz u said u ain't Berto I
caught u in a lie Floyd IJS. Im withu Amayseng Mayweather ain't about to fu©k up his bread
and Guerrero damn sho ain't cuz this is his first big payday.Floyd ain't that good of a sh!t talker
but for some reason people are entertained by it. I
Best trash talker Ali, Toney, Naseem, Roy Jones, Mayorga
amayseng says:
agreed ali..
floyds best trash talk is when he just talks the truth like when he said about cotto of 24/7 that
he was gonna
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"chop ya *** up"
because, he really did with those right hooks and uppercuts.....
thats all he needs to do is just talk that smack.....
the ghost was fine, he didnt get emotional or heated, he is experienced and has the mental
maturity..
i read an interview today where they asked robert if he was gonna fight floyd like berto..
he said with floyd he will have to fight in all aspects because floyd adapts to everything...
i think robert has the mental discipline to stay competitive for 12 rounds.. he has composure
ali says:
Amayseng I agree with u 110%
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